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Welcome to a new year in which I hope will be full of new
ventures including rallies, tractor runs, restoration projects and,
much more.
This past year has been a test for us all with one lock down after
another: I honestly hope you have all been able to keep
yourselves occupied.
One thing that has given me encouragement is the number of
members who have renewed Society membership for this year, a
very positive step which demonstrates confidence both in the
Society and the year ahead.
I would like to offer a warm welcome to Arthur Catling who has
become our latest Committee Member and I am sure I speak for
all of the Committee in this welcome.
As soon as it is possible I will begin organising our meeting
programme once again but, in the meantime I ask you all once
again if you have any subject you would like to share with us, no
matter how obscure, please contact the Editor who will always
welcome input for the magazine. Whilst I am on the subject of
publications, Peter Longfoot has a new publication called
Moonshine which could be of interest to anyone interested in
wartime land reclamation and Fowler Gyrotillers .
Has anyone any knowledge of the International TD9 Crawler
Tractor as I am helping to research the farming methods in
Thurlow (Suffolk) during WW2. The estate purchased one to
replace the Lanz Bulldog which had become a liability because of
the war. (email me if you can help)
One last thing, if you remember, I asked if there were any tractor
owners who would like to take part in future FMPS supported
tractor runs, if so please let me know:- I have had one reply so
far, everyone welcome!
That’s all for now good luck, stay safe and, we WILL meet again
soon

Bryan

From the Editor,
It is of course impossible to write this piece without reflecting on
the past year and the devastating effect Covid has had on each
and every one of us in regards to our daily lives and of course,
the interests and hobbies we enjoy.
Over the past few days I have been busy contacting organisers
of rallies and events within East Anglia to establish which might
still be “up and running” for this year. Sadly, most of those
contacted have decided to cancel once again. It appears there
are some events whereby the organisers are yet to make a
decision and the odd one have said they are going ahead.
(Boris still might scupper them). However, some events later in
the year are still staying positive and are hoping to run events
as in previous years, before Covid. On the basis that most of
the population will have been vaccinated by mid, or late
summer, let’s hope this allows us some freedom to enjoy
participating in or, just visiting some events.
Producing this magazine is always a challenge and, up until
about a month ago, I had very little input from members which
is the heart of what I try to include, we always have the “official”
bits from the Editor, Chairman and Treasurer which this time
around explain how we overcame the need for a “virtual” AGM.
However, after several emails you, the members, “came good”
and I am really pleased to include some articles on some
diverse subjects. You will find a superb write up on the
restoration of an Allen Scythe, building a model railway during
lockdown and a technical article on making a spark plug tester.
It seems members are now following my train of thought and
sharing interests other than pure farm machinery, great! More
please.
Editor

From our Treasurer / Temporary Secretary John Court.
After our AGM responsibilities were concluded on the 27th
January 2021 the members needed to be informed, these are
not the minutes, but subjects discussed under normal
circumstances.
There have been a few that asked for a better insight for the
accounts to accompany the list of final figures to understand
the money flow better.
FMPS Treasurers Report for year
November 2019 to October 2020.
Overall there are no serious surprises on the financial side for
general operations. Although we were slightly down on
membership subscriptions they were still sufficient to more or
less cover our membership costs and insurance. As we had
been unable to hold meetings or visits after February there
were lower than usual costs for speakers and visit subsidies.
You will note the cost of 'Advertising' shows a significant
increase which then, threw the totals the wrong way. This is
where the costs relating to the new website are entered.
The website is our window to the members and the world with
near instant updates on the Society activities so it is considered
a very important part of FMPS communication and needed to
be continued.
John Southall built and maintained the original site over the
years but when the company hosting the site gave us notice of
their closure we had just six weeks to build a new site, John
was not in a position to build a new site due to time and the
complexities of working with a new platform. The answer was to
contract out to a company with specialists in web design.

After much searching Indigo Ross in Sudbury were handed the
job which they completed in time for a seamless change-over
and, have given the basic training and, will be available for
advice when needed. John S will continue to competently
change and update the site as before.
This cost was just over £1000 and is about £50 a quarter for
hosting, assistance and back-up.
Checking around, this was about middle ground and
importantly they are relatively close if anything went really
wrong. Going abroad would have been cheaper but if they
didn't want to answer e-mails or the phone there is no door to
knock on.
It was the new website which has produced our operating loss,
but, is in reality, an investment. (It has attracted several new
members already, even in these difficult times)
As I said earlier, we are still in a very good position financially
and have the reserves to continue. All this comes from the
members, hanging in with us ready to hit the exhibiting scene
inspired and insured by their membership with FMPS. Well over
150 have renewed 2021 (plus several new members) showing
confidence that things will become appreciably better later on
when restrictions ease.
My confidence a year ago that we would have a new internet
bank account by now to make membership response quicker
alongside the existing NatWest has stalled as banks have not
been opening new business accounts since the virus hit. I am
regularly “hassling” the bank for the new account.
Until then, all renewals are, as in previous years, by either
sending the renewal form with a cheque to John Southall or by
Bank Transfer to our Nat West Bank Account.

FMPS Temporary Secretary Items
from AGM 2020 minutes:

When the year fell apart I felt happier that we did not print the
500 meeting cards for distribution with the December
magazine. They would only have been valid up to the February,
thereafter all content was rendered obsolete along with most
other event anticipation across the country.
It took some doing, but I have been convinced the meeting
cards are still a useful concept and just printing a rolling 30 or
so at a time is the way to go- updating as necessary giving the
flexibility needed and low cost. The more members attending
meetings, the more cards will be printed.
Once we all get back together, the talks and visits booked, the
cards will be made and distributed by the Secretary at the
meetings with notification backed by the website.
So until then, keep an eye on the FMPS website to obtain
information on when they will start again and what the subject
will be.

Committee re-submitted to stand.
Bryan Mills - Chairman
Brian Mansfield- Vice Chairman, Committee member
John Court - Treasurer, Temp Secretary, Committee member.
Terry Angland- Committee member
Ken Bailey,,
David Cope,,
David Hunt,,
Mike Mills,,
Arthur Catling volunteered to stand as a Committee member so
will be included to procedure.
There was a submission of support for all Committee members
standing again and any volunteers. This has effectively
seconded the committee listed above.

If there is more you think I should have explained, please
telephone or e-mail me and I will try to answer and if it is
significant I will add it to the minutes just as we would normally
do with questions raised from the floor at a “live” AGM.
I look forward to meeting with you again at our future scheduled
and Annual General Meetings and hope this to be the last time
I need to work in this way.
Thank you everyone.

John Court
Treasurer & Temp Secretary
email:- courtj106@aol.com
Telephone:- 01394 448492

Website:-

www.fmps.org.uk

Ferguson Axle Pivot Replacement.
Submitted By Jimmy Waters
I needed to replace a leaky crankshaft oil seal on my Ferguson TED20
and began to strip the front of the tractor to remove the engine.
Unfortunately things didn’t quite go to plan (does it ever?) and I ended
up having to dismantle half the axle to free the rusted radius arms.
While doing this I was aware of movement in the axle centre section to
the tune of 0.100”!
There was obviously some wear in the axle pivot pin or trunnion and
the bush.
The Ferguson manual says you can remove the pin with the aid of the
starting handle. So after taking out the clamp bolt, I inserted the handle
and gave some sharp taps with a soft-face mallet – nothing!
Not wanting to damage my
starting handle, I concocted
a puller/ sliding hammer
arrangement shown below.
This didn’t work
either even with
some heat! So now
the whole carrier or
axle support was
removed from the

engine along with the sweptback axle centre rail. More
heat and a good clump from
the rear with a 7lb lump
hammer finally got it moving.
It turned out the sticking point
was where the pin is bolted
to the front of the carrier and
lower radiator mount.

I was just going to replace the worn pin as the bush, although
worn 0.020” oversize was better than the previous set-up. But
when the replacement pin arrived complete with new bush –
that meant no reaming to fit – I decided to change both. This
meant making up another puller to shift the old bush above.
A piece of 2” bar was turned down and drilled to take 12mm
studding. The other side has a large socket for the old bush to
pass into. This was also to cause me a problem by not moving
until persuaded with
the lump hammer.
You can see the
puller was used
again to replace the
new bushing – no
socket this time just
a piece of 3/8” bar
to bear onto.
Although it still
required the odd tap
with a soft-face
mallet this time to help it
along. I decided to fit a
grease nipple, as a lack
of lubrication was the
cause of the wear. The
replacement pin, in the
background, is almost
as good as the original.

A product from Quality Tractor Parts.

Here we see the finished job temporarily fitted back on the
tractor. If you look at the rear section of the carrier (in front of
the crank pulley) you can see I had to add a piece of 0.004”
shim steel to take up the small amount of play. This stuff is

so thin you can shape it with an old pair of scissors.
When the tractor was finally reassembled, after more problems
with both the engine and the gearbox, I had to cut a small
section out of the radiator cowling to allow entry for the greasegun nozzle.

Jimmy Waters.

Restoration of an “Allen Scythe”
By Jeremy Scholefield
I have recently restored a c1923-1924 Allen Scythe and I
submitted a write-up for the MWBRS (Metropolitan Water
Board Railway Society) newsbrief, as I am a member and a
regular volunteer. I am also a member & volunteer of the KGES
(Kempton Great Engine Society) and mention this because a
reference to this is made in the early part of the write-up.
BACKGROUND
I first became fascinated with the Oxford Allen Scythe when as
a young lad I regularly watched a team of council workers using
this device to cut
the grass on the
wide verges
between the
pavement and the
road where I lived in
outskirts of East
Grinstead. A few
years on I was
therefore rather
pleased to find that
my mother-in-law had one on her farm in Leicestershire and
was happy to let me use it. I was amazed at the ruthless
efficiency of the beast and was able to clear a large orchard,
waist high nettles, brambles and grass in a couple of hours. I
now have that machine in my garage, in pieces, partly restored
but with a long way to go.

ANOTHER OPPORTUNITY
Last year one of the KGES volunteers asked me if I would be
interested in two items of machinery that were being sold by the
Polyapes Scout Group to raise much needed cash. One of the
items was a Lister, twin cylinder, air-cooled, diesel-engine
powered mains generator that turned out to be seized solid so
sadly I declined to make an offer. The other was an Allen
Scythe, older than my restoration project but in reasonably
good condition, which I bought. It was missing its engine
cooling cowling, fan and starter pulley but otherwise was
complete, the engine had good compression and everything
else that should move did so without using force. I felt that this
unit could be given new tyres & tubes, fitted with the missing
cowling (promised to be found by the scout group), given a
quick overhaul and could be put to use for clearing the
proposed track bed for Hampton & Kempton Waterworks
Railway project for which I also volunteer.
INITIAL ASSESSMENT
The engine
was very dirty
and this
included the
magneto &
contact
breaker points
so cleaning
this area and
adjusting the
points was the

first job. Fortunately the petrol filler cap had embossed
instructions for the 2-stroke fuel mix (20:1) so I was able to give
it a test run. Without the pull-cord starter pulley the only option
was to run it up with an electric drill and it burst into life without
much fussing about. I couldn’t run it for long due to lack of
cowling and fan but long enough to re-assure myself that it had
good throttle response and plenty of power. After a bit more of
a general clean up I made a list of missing or worn parts and
things that needed attention. The list was much longer than I
had hoped and included a pair of tyres & tubes, repair to the
leaking petrol tank, replacement of the in-line fuel filter,
investigation into the excessive play in the engine rear main
bearing, replacement of the cowling & fan and extensive derusting of the cutter bar assembly. With no response from the
scout group I looked into the spare part market for veteran
Villiers engines and Allen Scythes and was please to find a
supplier that had three of the four aluminium castings that
made up the cowling, the fan-with- pulley casting, tyres & inner
tubes, contact breaker points cover and a reprint of the 1957
operating manual for the scythe. I was also able to ascertain
that the engine is a Villiers mark V11C of 147cc that would
have been manufactured in 1923 – 1924.
THE START OF RESTORATION
The cowling parts and fan casting were promptly delivered and
were trial fitted to ensure they were the correct parts however
these were used parts and were caked in corrosion and dirt.
Cleaning up started with soaking in hot soapy water, went
through a stage of light abrasive work and ended up in the
dishwasher where they were cleaned and de-greased perfectly prepared for spray painting with an etch primer. Light
green undercoat and two top coats of engine enamel brought
them back to the original green colour. The fan with pulley was
left as polished aluminium.

The petrol tank had a slight leak by a weld for the mounting
bracket which had previously been brazed up for a leak repair.
Plenty of heat, good flux and soft solder made this an easy fix.
The engine main bearing of course was a different story and
involved an entire engine strip down. It was pleasing to find the
cylinder bore, piston rings and crankshaft were in good order
but the rear main bearing showed signs of heavy wear and
scoring. With no possibility of finding a new replacement part I
pressed the bearing out of the crankcase casting and
measured it up so I could make a replacement. This was
going to be a tricky job as there were circular and longitudinal
oil distribution channels as
well as holes to join them
up. I had a suitable but
short length of phosphorbronze bar in stock and
spent the next three days
turning, boring, drilling and
broaching to produce the
required part. The press fit
into the crankcase casting
seemed a bit brutal but
everything held together. I
also took the opportunity to
cobble together a grit
blaster
and
thoroughly
clean up the cylinder (with
integral head) and paint with ‘cylinder black’. After making a set
of gaskets re-assembly was straight forward and this time I was
able to give it a longer test run. All seemed good but at this
stage I realized that the only missing part of the cowling – a
slightly dished panel that covered the open side of the fan and
left the starter pulley poking through – was important for engine
cooling if the scythe was going to be used for any serious work.

Neatly putting a dish in a circular panel is a bit beyond my
experience and the only alternative would be to make a flat one
and fit it with an annular spacer. More thought was needed so I
put this on the ‘too difficult list’ and turned to the next area of
restoration – wheels & tyres.

Allen Scythe Restoration -

Part 2

The tyres were falling apart but I happened to have two new
ones + tubes in stock, bought for my first restoration which has
been ‘on hold’ for a while. Obviously the wheels would have to
come off which meant removing the gib-head keys that fix the
external drive hubs to the axle. One side was easy but the
other defied all the usual methods so I had to go to extremes
and weld the shaft of a slide hammer to the key head and
pound away for some time. Eventually it slid out but too
distorted to be reused.
(below, gib key extracted by welding to slide hammer)

Removal of the old tyres was straightforward and the next job
was to clean up & paint the rims before wrestling the new tyres
on. This turned out to be a real pig of a job as the central
depression in the wheel is very shallow and effort required on

the tyre levers seemed excessive. I managed to nip and
puncture both inner tubes and couldn’t make a reliable repair.
In the end I bought a tub of tyre bead paste, a paste brush and
a long, polished tyre lever and two new tubes before
successfully getting that bit done.
Painting the rest of each wheel and picking out the raised
lettering for “ALLEN OXFORD” in yellow was the final part of
the wheel work and was a real pleasure. By now I’d had time
to think about the
‘too difficult list’ and
start on that missing
cowling panel. I
bought a couple of
one metre lengths of
3/8” square alloy bar
from Metals4U, fully
annealed one with a
gas torch and a bar
of soap as a
temperature
indicator and then
carefully rolled it into
a circle on the small
set of bending rolls
in the museum.
When I got it home I
found the radius was a
bit tight so I annealed
it again and softened
the bend by hand
using a simple disk of
about the right size as
a former.

The flat part of the panel was simply cut with a power jig saw
from a 1/8” alloy sheet, rescued from an old electronics rack,
and filed to shape.
Bolting the two bits together was one of those jobs where you
need three hands to manage the work and the tool clamps in
preparation for drilling and tapping (M3) the required holes. The
final difficult bit was to line up and mark the spacer side of the
assembled panel with the four blind holes in the other part of
the cowling. For this I sacrificed a 3/16” Whit bolt, removed the
head and using the lathe, turned a sharp point in one end. With
a couple of flats filed next to the point for easy removal, I was
able to screw this into a blind hole so the point was just
protruding for use as a centre punch on the new panel.
Repeated three times and clearance drilled the process allowed
me to mount the panel to the rest of the cowling with a very fine
and even clearance from the starter pulley.
Before spending a lot of time de-rusting and painting the cutter
bar parts it seemed a good idea to clean it up, adjust the cutters
and test it to make sure no new parts would be needed. That, in
itself was quite a long job as all four of the cutter adjusters were
seized solid and had to be freed up, removed and heated to
help extract the slotted grub screws that do the adjusting. This
is now all reassembled with new grub screws and ready to test
but unfortunately the silicone tubing I temporally used for the
fuel supply was not petrol resistant and fell apart. This was
quickly rectified with a delivery from a well-known mail order
company who supplied a kit of 6mm three layer petrol tubing
with spring clips and in-line fuel filters. I don’t have a big or
rough enough garden to give it a test run so as soon as the
current lockdown restrictions are lifted I’ll get it on my trailer and
give it a run down the proposed track bed.
Jbs.

Contributed by John Couch (New Zealand)
As an engineer I love the electric vehicle technology. However, I have
been troubled for a long time by the fact that the electrical
energy to keep the batteries charged has to come from the grid and
that means more power generation and a huge increase in the
distribution infrastructure. Whether generated from coal, gas, oil, wind
or sun, installed generation capacity is limited.
If electric cars do not use gasoline, they will not participate in paying a
gasoline tax on every gallon that is sold for automobiles, which was
enacted some years ago to help to maintain our roads and bridges.
They will use the roads, but will not pay for their maintenance!
In case you were thinking of buying hybrid or an electric car:
ever since the advent of electric cars, the REAL cost per mile of
those things has never been discussed. All you ever heard was the
mpg in terms of gasoline, with nary a mention of the cost of electricity to
run it. This is the first article I've ever seen and tells the story pretty
much as I expected it to.
Electricity has to be one of the least efficient ways to power things
yet they're being shoved down our throats. Glad somebody finally put
engineering and maths to paper.
At a neighbourhood BBQ I was talking to a neighbour, a BC Hydro
Executive. I asked him how that renewable thing was doing. He
laughed, and then got serious.
If you really intend to adopt electric vehicles, he pointed out; you
have to face certain realities. For example, a home charging system for
a Tesla requires 75 amp service. The average house is equipped with
100 amp service. On our small street (approximately 25 homes), the
electrical infrastructure would be unable to carry more than three
houses with a single Tesla, each. For even half the homes to have
electric vehicles, the system would be wildly over-loaded.
This is the elephant in the room with electric vehicles. Our residential
infrastructure cannot bear the load so, as our genius elected officials
promote this nonsense, not only are we being urged to buy these things
and replace our reliable, cheap generating systems with expensive,
new windmills and solar cells, but we will also have to renovate our
entire delivery system! This latter "investment" will not be revealed until
we're so far down this dead end road that it will be presented with an
'OOPS..!' and a shrug.

If you want to argue with a green person over cars that are eco-friendly,
just read the following note: If you ARE a green person, read it anyway.
It's enlightening.
Eric test drove the Chevy Volt at the invitation of General Motors and
he writes, "For four days in a row, the fully charged battery lasted only
25 miles before the Volt switched to the reserve gasoline engine. Eric
calculated the car got 30 mpg including the 25 miles it ran on the
battery. So, the range including the 9-gallon gas tank and the 16 kwh
battery is approximately 270 miles
It will take you 4.5 hours to drive 270 miles at 60 mph. Then add 10
hours to charge the battery and you have a total trip time of 14.5 hours.
On a typical road trip your average speed (including charging Time)
would be 20 mph. According to General Motors, the Volt battery holds
16 kwh of electricity. It takes a full 10 hours to charge a drained battery.
The cost for the electricity to charge the Volt is never mentioned, so I
looked up what I pay for electricity.
I pay approximately (it varies with amount used and the seasons) $1.16
per kwh. 16 kwh x $1.16 per kwh = $18.56 to charge the battery.
$18.56 per charge divided by 25 miles = $0.74 per mile to operate the
Volt using the battery. Compare this to a similar size car with a gasoline
engine that gets only 32 mpg. $3.19 per gallon divided by 32 Mpg =
$0.10 per mile.
The gasoline powered car costs about $25,000 while the Volt costs
$46,000 plus. Simply pay twice as much for a car that costs more than
seven times as much to run, and takes three times longer to drive
across the country.
And, if this is convincing, then add the cost of 500kgs battery
replacement every 10 year approx. – about $15k – more than the fuel
they say you will save!! So until we have nuclear power, the only solution
is the plug-in hybrid, (PHEV) which has much smaller batteries allowing
50km daily commutes, plus a back-up petrol engine if the batteries run
low – and allowing overnight recharging from a normal power point,
when there is ample off-peak cheaper electricity. – Basil van Rooyen
This article originated in America but the principle of the argument stays
the same.
Editor

Editor’s thoughts on the Electric Vehicle article.
I was very recently talking to an Amazon delivery driver who delivered a
package of my on line shopping in his new Mercedes 100% electric
delivery van, I asked how he was finding it and how suitable it was to the
job he had. It turns out this highly expensive and technologically
advanced electric vehicle has a range of just 70 miles on a good day
and considerably less when the weather is cold. This range, to me,
seems so inadequate when delivering goods around rural Suffolk. It
might be enough in an urban environment but once outside of the town
then I guess routes have to be carefully planned. No leeway for closed
roads and long diversions.
The UK intend to ban the production of vehicles with internal combustion
engines in just 10 years’ time; I just cannot see this is in any way
possible, as the article points out the charging requirements are just not
going to be met. What about HGV transport? Battery powered trucks on
the road capable of moving goods hundreds of miles?
I live near a major Army Base and frequently see military convoys
moving around, will the Armed Forces be expected to go electric? This
presents some interesting scenarios should they ever be deployed.
War Zones are not likely to have EV charging points available.
The following was touched on in the main article but it seems to me the
battery life (estimated at about 10 years) will determine the life of the
vehicle. The cost of a replacement will totally outweigh the value of the
vehicle, if the battery is replaced at a cost of many thousands of pounds
it will probably exceed the cost of all the petrol or diesel the vehicle
would have used over the same period/miles.
My last “proper” job involved working with car dealerships at which I
audited documentation including car sales invoices related to selling a
vehicle. I noted that the sale of their small electric cars included leasing
the battery as separate transaction. The idea is sensible as the car
purchaser never actually owns the battery and any issue is the
responsibility of the leasing company. However, even about five years
ago the monthly rental for the battery was about £90.00. The small car
concerned with a petrol engine does 50-60 mpg, or about 10p per mile
or, just short of 1000 miles for your £90. Not being used because of
lockdown for example, no fuel costs. Monthly battery lease stays the
same.

Another “Lockdown” Model Railway Story
from Clint and Carol Wordley.
“Our 00 Gauge Railway, a Fairy Story”.

Once upon a time, in the first Lockdown of 2020, there was a
man called Clint, who wanted to build a 00 gauge railway
Layout.
He found a plan he liked, and he had plenty of boards and lots
of track, so he set about making it. He told his wife the layout
would only be about 8 ft long.

Needless to say, the
layout grew and grew,
and ended up being
14 ft long!!!

Clint then asked his wife, Carol, to
help, and they started making
buildings from Metcalfe kits.
Clint made a shunting yard at one
end and a military camp at the
other. Quite a few changes had to
be made to fit in a village to the
layout, including a farm, houses, a
church, a shop, Pub, school, fire
station and allotments, but it all
worked out in the end.
The School
House and some
of the houses

The Main Station.

The Farmhouse,
Veggie Garden,
and Show
Jumping Ring.

The Farm

The Pub, Village stores,
Houses and War
memorial.

The Shunting Yard with Engine Sheds.

The Bus Station and Gardens. Complete with Fountain.

AND SO……..
They played happily with their trains ever after!!!!
Carol and Clint Wordley.
Thank you Carol and Clint for sharing this story of your
Lockdown pursuit.

As I have said before it is good to know members have
interests outside of farm machinery and it even better when
they take the time to produce a write up or story about these
interests. Items such as this make the editor’s job easier and
more interesting. Even now, after about twenty years of
producing this magazine, I still have concerns about finding
enough material and, when members “make an effort” I am
eternally grateful. Editor.

Spark plug tester
By Nick Foggin
I built this device to test my home made ¼” x 32 TPI long reach
plugs for my Sealion 4 cylinder engine, however it is not set up
to test plugs under compression. It will also test 10, 14 and
18mm plugs.
The plug tester consists of a plug top coil and a stepper motor,
both items obtained from a scrapyard. A stepper motor is used
to produce (generate) a string of pulses to trigger the coil.
There are many types of stepper motors available from old
printers or photocopiers etc. The type to use must contain a
permanent magnet and feels “notchy” when turned.
The plug top ignition coil in my unit is a Hanshin A1C-6207 but
the system works well with a Volvo coil type 9125601-6680
(Bosch). Other combinations of ignition amplifier and coil also
work with the stepper motor. The type of plug top coil must
have three or four wires connected to it, as these contain a
trigger transistor built into them.
A word of caution, it will produce a very high voltage and should
be built into a earthed metal box to screen it if you have a
pacemaker.
It will be necessary to check the stepper motor to ensure the
connections of one winding are used, as all stepper motors will
have 2 or more windings. When selecting a coil try to identify
the connections before it is removed from the car, also get the
connector with some wire connected to it.
Large Bosch coil, black wire 0 volts (ground), blue/red wire +12
volts, yellow/white is pulse input.
The stepper motor is connected between the ground (0V)
negative and the pulse input, the 12 volt battery is connected
between the +12 volt and the 0 V taking care to observe correct
polarity. The spark plug is connected between the high voltage
output from the coil and the 0V wire.
See the following diagram >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

The finished tester built
into a suitable aluminium
box.

For Sale and Wanted
For Sale:
Lister D engine, complete with all ancillaries I haven’t had it
running myself but, apart from a weak spark, it’s a goer
£110 ono. worth it for spares
Brian Honey 07815034247 honey683@btinternet.com
contact me for further info. (Situated in Cornwall)

For Sale:
Garden Master 100
with original owners
handbook
£65.00 ono.

18” Hayterette with original
instruction and spare parts
books.

£65.00 ono
Contact:- John Parkin,
Saffron Walden, Essex
01279 850382

__________________________________________________

For Sale and Wanted
For Sale:

Twin cylinder Petter for restoration

£45.00 ono.

John Parkin, Saffron Walden, Essex
01279 850382
__________________________________________________

For Sale and Wanted
Your items could appear here.
Aim your “For Sale” items at other members
free of charge and, with a great success rate.
Email:- fmps.magazine@btinternet.com

And Finally, For Those of a Certain Age!
Back in the days of tanners and bobs,
When Mothers had patience and Fathers had jobs.
When football team families wore hand me down shoes,
And T.V. gave only two channels to choose.
Back in the days of three penny bits,
when schools employed nurses to search for your nits.
When snowballs were harmless; ice slides were permitted
and all of your jumpers were warm and hand-knitted.
Back in the days of hot ginger beers,
When children remained so for more than six years.
When children respected what older folks said,
And pot was a thing you kept under your bed.
Back in the days of Listen with Mother,
When neighbours were friendly and talked to each other.
When cars were so rare you could play in the street.
When Doctors made house calls and Police walked the beat.
Back in the days of Milligan’s Goons,
When butter was butter and songs all had tunes.
It was dumplings for dinner and trifle for tea,
And your annual break was a day by the sea.
Back in the days of Dixon’s Dock Green,
Crackerjack pencils and Lyons ice cream.
When children could freely wear National Health glasses,
And teachers all stood at the FRONT of their classes.
Back in the days of rocking and reeling,
When mobiles were things that you hung from the ceiling.
When woodwork and pottery got taught in schools,
And everyone dreamed of a win on the pools.
Back in the days when I was a lad,
I can’t help but smile for the fun that I had.
Hopscotch and roller skates; snowballs to lob.
Back in the days of tanners and bobs
Contributed by Bill Preston

